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Abstract— This paper presents the design and experimental
implementation of longitudinal control for automated transit
buses. Using the rich set of information available via in-vehicle
serial data networks and sensors, it is shown how the modeling
can be simplified and validated effectively. Furthermore, the
control model will be unified to consider both a 40-foot transit
bus and a 60-foot articulated bus. A longitudinal controller
based on a nonlinear control technique, called dynamic surface
control (DSC), is designed for the speed and distance following.
This approach allows us to reduce the complexity of the
controller as well as time for experimentally tuning the
controller gains. Finally, the performance of the proposed
longitudinal controller for two different types of transit buses
will be shown through experimental tests in the terms of speed
and distance tracking errors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automation technologies applied to heavy vehicles have
recently received significant attention for automated high-
way systems (AHS) [1], [2]. This attention is due to
the potential for earlier deployment compared to passenger
cars because of the benefits of increased efficiency and
the smaller impact of automation on the overall vehicle
cost. Among the class of heavy duty vehicles, transit bus
automation can also improve accessibility and quality of
service through precision docking, as well as providing
additional fuel efficiency and emissions reduction through
line-haul automation.

Many control techniques for longitudinal control of both
a passenger car and a heavy-duty truck have been developed
over the past decade [3], [4], [5]. Furthermore, the feasibil-
ity of AHS technology was demonstrated successfully in
1997 by California PATH [6], [7]. However, few studies
have been done for automated transit buses, despite the
advantages mentioned above. Therefore, the contribution
of this paper is to show how existing longitudinal control
techniques can be applied and extended to a new system
platform, i.e., both a 40-foot transit bus powered by a com-
pressed natural gas (CNG) engine and a 60-foot articulated
bus powered by a diesel engine.

The paper will focus on the topics of modeling and
longitudinal controller design due to its limited length.
However, an overall controller structure including lateral
control and driver-vehicle interface (DVI) was developed
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and implemented on the California PATH transit buses in
a demonstration of automated public transportation tech-
nology in San Diego, California in August of 2003. The
remainder of the paper is divided into six sections. In Sec-
tion III, schematic of the hardware setup is presented briefly,
while the definitions of variables are listed in Section II. An
unified high fidelity vehicle model for both a 40-foot transit
and 60-foot articulated bus is proposed using a combination
of first principles and empirical data in Section IV. Then,
the longitudinal controller design for the speed and distance
following is discussed within the framework of dynamic
surface control (DSC) in Section V. Finally, experimental
results will be shown in Section VI, while some conclusions
will follow in Section VII.

II. N OMENCLATURE

v velocity of the vehicle
a acceleration of the vehicle
Te net engine torque
Tacc accessory engine torque
Tfric nominal frictional engine torque
Tcmd torque control command via J1939
Tb braking torque
Ttr transmission retarder braking torque
Tpn pneumatic braking torque
Fr rolling resistance force
Fa aerodynamic drag force
Pb brake pressure
h effective wheel radius
Ca aerodynamic drag coefficient
Cr rolling resistance coefficient
Je rotational inertia of engine
Jw rotational inertia of wheels
m total mass of the vehicle
Rt gear ratio in transmission
Rf final drive ratio
Rg effective gear ratio, i.e.,Rt ×Rf

∆te pure time delay due to torque control command
τg time constant for gear shifting delay
τe time constant for engine actuator delay
τb time constant for brake actuator delay
∆tb pure time delay during braking process
Kb brake torque coefficient
Pbv brake valve pressure
Ppo push-out pressure



uα accelerator pedal position
uβ brake control command

III. H ARDWARE SETUP

The system platforms considered in this paper are a 40-
foot transit and a 60-foot articulated bus powered by a
CNG engine and a diesel engine, respectively. However,
the similar additional hardware setup may be used for the
longitudinal control, although the type of engines, and their
dimensional sizes and weights are different each other. For
example, Fig. 1 shows a schematic of additional hardware
setup on the 40-foot transit bus of California PATH. Besides
the stock vehicle electronics initially installed by the transit
bus manufacturer, such as the engine control module (ECM)
and all of the in-vehicle sensors, in addition a PC-104
computer, a vehicle-to-vehicle communication system, a
driver-vehicle interface (DVI), a radar and lidar sensor, and
a brake actuator have been implemented for longitudinal
control on both the 40-foot and 60-foot buses (see in Fig. 1).
Among the stock vehicle electronics, the role of ECM
is to directly control the operation of the engine based
on powertrain information obtained through the in-vehicle
serial data networks and the driver pedal inputs. More
specifically, the SAE J1939, which is a CAN protocol with
256 Kbits/sec speed or higher [10], is used as the standard
in-vehicle network.

Compared with the electronic hardware setup of the
automated passenger vehicle of California PATH [6], [7],
one of the salient features is that the control computer
can communicate with the ECM to access vehicle state
information via in-vehicle networks. This has many po-
tential advantages including a reduction in the amount of
additional hardware and a potentially simpler control model.
For example, lock-up status of the torque converter and gear
ratio are available through SAE J1939 [10], which allows
the controller to use this information directly rather than
estimate the values from a complicated torque converter and
transmission model.

IV. CONTROL MODEL

The purpose of the control model is for the development
of a model-based controller. Hence, the model should be
complex enough to capture dynamic characteristics of the
system, and simple enough to make the controller efficient
for real-time application. In this section, it will be shown
how the control model can be simplified with information
via the J1939 bus. Moreover, the control model will be uni-
fied in the sense that the equations of motion between two
transit bus models are so similar except minor differences.

A. Longitudinal Equation of Motion

Before deriving the longitudinal dynamics of the bus, the
considered assumptions are summarized as follows:

A1) A symmetric rigid body of vehicle chassis
A2) No slip between the wheels and ground, i.e.,v = ωw ·h
A3) The torque converter is locked, i.e.,ωw = ωe ·Rg

Fig. 1. Schematic of an electronic hardware setup

A4) The accessory engine power is constant, i.e.,Tacc ·
ωe = C(A/C, fan, . . .)

A5) The vehicle mass and road grade are known a priori

It is noted that the constant value in A4) relies on the status
of an air conditioner (A/C), a fan, and thermal conditions.
Moreover, huge change of the mass and road grade has large
impact on the longitudinal vehicle dynamics. Therefore, if
they cannot be pre-determined, the estimation technique of
these values may be necessary, e.g., one of them can be
found recently in [11].

Using assumptions A1)- 3) and balancing the forces in
the longitudinal direction, we can derive the longitudinal
equation of motion. However, these longitudinal dynamics
were introduced in [12] and similarly used for the passenger
vehicle [8]. For the brevity of the paper, the resulting single
state dynamics are derived without detailed descriptions as
follows:

v̇ =
Te − Tacc −RgTb

Jeq
− f1 (1)

whereJeq andf1 represent

Jeq :=
Je + R2

g · (Jω + m · h2)
Rgh

,

f1 :=
Rgh

Jeq
{Fa + Fr + mgsin(θ)}

=
Rgh

Jeq
{Cav2 + Crmg + mgsin(θ)}.

It is remarked that there are three variables in (1) which
may vary dramatically with respect to time under the
assumptions A4) and 5). That is, we need to have the
corresponding models for the production of net engine
torque (Te), brake torque (Tb), and effective gear ratio (Rg),
which are discussed next.



B. Engine Model

In general, the characteristics of the engine are highly
nonlinear and complicated, no matter what it is either
a CNG or a diesel engine [13], [14]. There are even
several proprietary engine controllers embedded by the
engine manufacturer for the purposes of engine protection,
noise and emission reduction [10]. However, regardless the
type and complexity of engines, the measurement of the
engine torque which is transferred to a transmission may
be preferable in the sense that the ultimate goal of the
engine model is to estimate the generated engine torque
for longitudinal control using any available engine actuator.
Despite this intuitive idea, many complex engine models
have been developed in the literature to estimate the engine
torque due to lack of reliability and accuracy of the torque
sensor as well as cost consideration [4], [15]. However, it is
interesting to remark that the in-vehicle sensor information
available via the J-1939 bus has the indicated engine torque
and nominal friction engine torque, which are measured or
calculated by the engine manufacturer [10]. Therefore, the
measured engine torque is regarded as

Te,meas = Tind − α · Tfric (2)

where α is a tunable parameter which will be identified
experimentally later in Section VI.

Two engine control actuator methods are used for two
different types of engines as follows: one is to use a
torque control command (TCC) via the J-1939 bus for the
diesel engine and the other is to use an acceleration pedal
command via a analog voltage signal for the CNG engine.
Although the use of TCC allows us to control the engine
torque directly in the sense that the empirical engine map or
data are not necessary, the Cummins CNG engine on the 40-
foot New Flyer transit bus does not provide the capability
of TCC. Hence, the similar approach used for the gasoline
engine control was used for the CNG engine due to their
similarities shown in [14]. That is, an empirical engine map
is used to capture the characteristics of the CNG engine and
its controllers quantitatively. Finally, the dynamics of two
engines are represented by the first order lag systems as
follows [12]:

Ṫe =
1
τe
{−Te + Tmap(ωe, uα)} for a CNG engine (3a)

Ṫe =
1
τe
{−Te + Tcmd(t−∆te)} for a diesel engine(3b)

where Tmap is the empirical engine torque map which
indicates the net engine torque for the given engine speed
and accelerator pedal position, andTcmd is the torque
control command via a J1939 bus.

C. Transmission Model

The transmission is also a highly nonlinear and complex
system like the engine above. It is generally very hard to
derive a simple set of mathematical equations to represent
a complete transmission model. However, if (1) is simple

enough to capture the equation of motion for the transit bus,
only two values are required from the transmission model,
i.e., effective gear ratio (Rg) and transmission retarder
braking torque (Ttr). The former comes from the engaged
gear ratio (Rt) multiplied by the final gear ratio. The
transmission information directly available from the J1939
bus includes selected and current gear, actual gear ratio, and
an index of “shift in progress”. However, accurate gear ratio
information is not available while a gear shift is occurring.
The gear ratio during gear shifting can be estimated as
follows: If the shift-in-progress is on,

Ṙt =
1
τg
{−Rt + Rsel} (4a)

Otherwise,

Rt = Rcur (4b)

whereRsel andRcur are the selected and current gear ratio,
respectively.

The transmission retarder braking torque required from
the transmission model is controlled and reported by the
J-bus. Although the capacity of the transmission retarder
braking torque is limited, its time response is usually faster
than one of a pneumatic braking system. Hence, integrated
braking approach combining the transmission retarder and
pneumatic braking torque is used for the braking control.
Then, the overall braking torque can be decoupled as
follows:

Tb = Ttr + Tpn (5)

Next, it will be discussed in the following section howTpn

is produced in the pneumatic brake system.

D. Pneumatic brake model

A schematic of a pneumatic brake system for a front
wheel of the transit bus is shown in Fig. 2. While the
pressure coming from the dual brake valve in the figure
is typically controlled by a driver’s foot for manual driving,
an electrical brake actuator is implemented in parallel to
generate additional brake pressure (Pbv). Sequentially, the
brake pressure is the maximum of two pressure values
through the mixing valve shown in Fig. 2. Assuming that
brake torque has a proportional relation with the brake
pressure in the diaphragm chamber of a pneumatic brake
system and that there is no driver command, the brake
pressure dynamics to the brake chamber shown in Fig. 2
can be derived as follows [16]:

Tpn =
{

Kb(Pb − Po) if Pb ≥ Po

0 otherwise
(6a)

Ṗb =

{
1

τbf
[−Pb + Pbv{uβ(t−∆tb)}] for filling

1
τbe
{−Pb + Pbv(uβ)} for emptying

(6b)

where Pbv is an empirical function of the brake control
commanduβ .

The time responses for step inputs to the pneumatic
brake system with an electrical brake actuator are presented
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a pneumatic brake system with an electrical brake
actuator
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Fig. 3. Time responses of brake pressure

in Fig. 3 when the transit bus is stationary. Three brake
pressure measurements from brake pressure transducers
located in different positions are shown in the figure:Pbv is
measured from an embedded sensor in the electrical brake
actuator,Pint and Pb are measured near the mixing valve
and the front wheel, respectively (also see in Fig. 2). Finally,
the time response of the brake pressure model shown in (6b)
is plotted together to show the accuracy of the proposed
model.

V. L ONGITUDINAL CONTROLLER DESIGN

The objective of the longitudinal controller is to follow
either a given desired velocity or distance profile using
the three control inputs, namely the engine torque, trans-
mission retarder braking torque, and pneumatic braking
torque. Based on the vehicle model proposed in the previous
section, the longitudinal controller is designed to achieve
desired control objectives.

A. Speed Control via DSC

In this section, the control laws for determining the de-
sired engine and brake torque will be designed using DSC.
Due to the successful implementation of DSC previously
on the California PATH passenger vehicle [6], [7], and its
extensibility to the transit bus models, the speed control law
will be derived briefly without detailed descriptions. Using
the terminology of sliding mode control, the sliding error
surface representing the velocity tracking error is defined as
S1e := v − vdes. Then, after differentiatingS1e and using
(1), we can write the forcing term̄Te and filter dynamics

as follows:

Ṡ1e =
Te − Tacc −RgTb

Jeq
− f1 − v̇des

=⇒ T̄e = Tacc + RgTb + Jeq(f1 + v̇des − λ1eS1e)(7a)

=⇒ τ2eṪedes + Tedes = T̄e, Tedes(0) := T̄e(0) (7b)

whereTb is zero for engine control andλ1e is the control
gain of the first sliding surface. Subsequently, after dif-
ferentiatingS2e := Te − Tedes and using (3a) and (3b),
the subsequent surface error dynamics and desired engine
torque command are:

Ṡ2e = Ṫe − Ṫedes =
1
τe

(−Te + Tctrl)− Ṫedes

=⇒ Tctrl = Te + τe(Ṫedes − λ2eS̃2e) (7c)

=⇒
{

Tcmd = Tctrl for a diesel engine
uα = qe(ωe, Tctrl) for a CNG engine

(7d)

where S̃2e := Te,meas − Tedes, λ2e is the control gain of
the second sliding surface, andqe is an inverse map of
Tmap(ω, uα) in (3a). It is noted that the desired engine
torque command (Tctrl) is used as TCC for the diesel engine
and is fed into the inverse engine map to calculate the pedal
position command for the CNG engine. Furthermore, the
engine torque value defined in (2) is used to calculateS̃2e,
which might be slightly different fromS2e.

A control law for the brake system can be derived
similarly by definingS1b := S1e. After following the similar
procedure, the corresponding equations for the brake system
are:

T̄b =
1

Rg
[Tect − Tacc − Jeq(f1 + v̇des − λ1bS1b)] (8a)

τ2bṖbdes + Pbdes = T̄b/Kb, Pbdes(0) := P̄b(0) (8b)

P̄bv(uβ) = Pb + τb(Ṗbdes − λ2bS2b) (8c)

uβ = qb(P̄bv) (8d)

whereTect is the minimum or closed throttle torque,S2b :=
Pb−Pbdes, andqb is the inverse function ofPbv. Finally, the
appropriate choice of the controller gains,{λ1i, λ2i, τ2i} for
i = e, b, can be referred to [12] for more detailed discussion.

B. Distance Following Control

The distance following control law can be derived sim-
ilarly by extending the definition ofS1. Suppose there are
only two vehicles, i.e., the leading and following vehicle.
The first sliding surface can be defined as

S1 = ε̇1 + q1ε1 (9)

whereε1 = Rdes−R1, Rdes is the desired spacing, andR1

is the distance between the lead and following vehicle. As
derived in (7), both engine and brake control laws can be
obtained similarly. Furthermore, it is interesting to remark
that bothR1 and Ṙ1 are obtained through the range and
range rate measurement sensors. As shown in Fig. 1, a radar,



a lidar, and a communication system are used to measure
the range and range rate. The detailed discussion for the
sensor processing and fusion algorithm can be found in [17].
Although this sensor processing and fusion is critical for
longitudinal control, it is not discussed due to the limited
space of the paper.

If there are more than two vehicles to consider, the first
sliding surface can be extended for guaranteeing the string
stability [6] as follows: fori ≥ 2,

S1 = ε̇i+q1εi+q2(ẋi+1−ẋlead)+q3


xi+1 − xlead −

i∑

j=1

Lj




whereεi = Rdes−Ri, Ri is the range of(i+1)th vehicle,
xi is the position ofith vehicle, andxlead is the position
of the first vehicle, andLj is the length ofjth vehicle.

C. Switching Criterion

The specific control mode of the vehicle is determined
by switching logic based on the desired and residual accel-
eration computed by the engine control law. The residual
acceleration is defined as

aresid =
Tect − Tacc

Jeq
− f1 (10)

and represents the acceleration of the vehicle as a result of
closed-throttle-torque, rolling resistance, and aerodynamic
drag. For example, if the engine controller computesasyn ≥
aresid whereasyn := v̇des − λ1eS1e, then engine control
is used. However, ifasyn < aresid, then brake control
is used [8], [6]. Once the brake control is activated, it
should be decided whether the transmission retarder braking
torque is enough or additionally a pneumatic braking torque
is necessary. One of the simplest method is to use the
maximum torque of the transmission retarder (Tmax) as
follows:

{
Ttr = T̄b

uβ = 0 if T̄b ≤ Tmax

{
Ttr = Tmax

uβ = qb(P̄bv − Tmax/Kb)
otherwise

It is remarked that small hysteresis for the switching crite-
rion was used to prevent the potential chatter due to sensor
noise, finite sampling rate, and model uncertainties [8].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were conducted to validate the proposed
control model and to verify the longitudinal controller.
Again, the system platforms considered in this study are
a New Flyer 40-foot transit bus powered by a Cummins
compressed natural gas (CNG) engine and a New Flyer 60-
foot articulated bus by a Detroit Diesel diesel engine.
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Fig. 4. Time responses of a transit bus driven manually

A. Model Validation

Data acquisition of two types of the transit buses man-
ually driven was performed at the Crow’s Landing Test
Facility. All information such as wheel-based speed, engine
speed, current gear, and an accelerator pedal position were
acquired via the J1939 bus. Then, their time responses are
compared with the those of the transit bus model proposed
in Section IV. For instance, Fig. 4. shows the time responses
of the 40-foot transit bus in the operating velocity range
from 10 to 25m/s, during which the gear shifts from 2nd
to 5th gear and the torque converter remains locked. With
the appropriate system parameters [12], the accuracy of
the model shown in Fig. 4 is that the deviation in terms of
velocity and engine speed is within 5%. The performance of
the 60-foot bus model is quite similar with the one shown
in Fig. 4, so the comparison is not shown in the paper
for the brevity. However, these results show that the fairly
simple and unified model represents longitudinal dynamics
of the two transit bus. Next task is to verify whether the
longitudinal controller based on the validated model can
achieve the control objectives in the terms of speed and
distance following.

B. Controller Performance

While the model validation was performed in the flat
open space mentioned above, high speed tests using two
transit buses were conducted on I-15 in San Diego, Califor-
nia in cooperation with experimental demonstration team
members in the California PATH program. The 40-foot
CNG bus was driven automatically as a leading vehicle,
and the automated 60-foot articulated bus followed with a
given desired spacing. Fig. 5(a) shows speed responses of
the two transit buses as well as a given desired speed profile
with respect to time. The operation of both vehicles was
switched to automatic control initially about the speed of
13m/s by a driver through DVI, and the following distance
was closing and opening from 40m and 20m after about
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210 and 360 second, respectively. Fig. 5(b) shows that the
velocity tracking error of the lead vehicle stays less than
0.5 m/s, which is on the order of the wheel speed sensor
resolution [10], while the distance tracking error of the
following vehicle is within 2m as shown in Fig. 5(c). It
is noted that there is a fairly steep hill during the period
from 60 to 190 second, and it results in larger distance
tracking error. Except this period, the distance tracking error
remains in 0.5m during the constant distance following.
It is suggested that it may be good to have a road grade
estimation algorithm and the corresponding hardware to
improve the distance following performance in the presence
of a steep hill on a highway.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

This paper developed the longitudinal control for an
automated transit bus within the framework of dynamic
surface control (DSC). The control model to deal with two
types of transit buses was derived and simplified with the
advantages of the J1939 in-vehicle serial data network, and
unified for the longitudinal controller design. Then, DSC
was applied to develop the speed and distance following
control laws, and the switching criterion. Finally, the longi-
tudinal controller was validated through high speed closed-
loop tests on I-15 in San Diego, California.
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